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he Pall Mall Gazette was a London
evening paper founded in 1865 under
the editorship of Francis Greenwood. Its
name was taken from a fictional newspaper
which appears in the novel The History of
Pendennis by Thackeray, where it is described as a
“written by gentlemen
for gentlemen”.
In 1880, a new owner wished
to change the political stance
of the paper, and the editor
resigned in 1883.
W.T. Stead then took over as
editor and changed the paper
to reflect his ideas and social
concerns. Paragraphs were
in a readable style and shorter
and had banner headlines and
maps, diagrams and pictures
to break up the text.
His
campaigns for reform made
him and the paper famous
and increased circulation.
An early campaign against
child prostitution was later
published in Pall Mall Extra
as “The Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon”. An attack on
slum housing resulted in new legislation. “The Truth about the
Navy” induced the government to start a major modernisation
programme. Other campaigns included “Fight or Arbitrate:
How should we settle the Afghan frontier”, “Who is to have the
Sudan – Gordon or the slave traders?
His most famous campaign was against child prostitution, which
was then very prevalent in London, and had a flourishing export
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arm where young girls were exported to the Continent. A bill
to raise the age of consent from 13 to 16 was going through
Parliament, but was facing defeat. Stead worked with the
Salvation Army and feminist organisations to document and
publicise the details of the trade. He thought the general public
were unaware of how prevalent it was, and that it would not exist
without a pool of rich customers prepared to pay good money to
patronise brothels.
He decided that the bill
could not be allowed to
fail, and arranged to buy a
13-year old child from the
alcoholic mother for £5. The
public outcry resulted in the
successful passage of the bill
in 188, and the publicity
from this campaign drove
circulation up to new
heights, even though some
distributors refused to
handle these issues. But it
also resulted in Stead losing
his job; Stead was arrested
for “unlawful taking of a
child” and sent to prison
for three months. This was
one of the first examples of
investigative journalism.
The paper’s circulation declined under successive editors, apart
from a brief recovery from 1911-14, and it was eventually
absorbed into the Evening Standard in 1923.
George Bernard Shaw got his first job in journalism with the Pall
Mall Gazette. Among other eminent people contributed to the
paper were Anthony Trollope, Friedrich Engels, Oscar Wilde,
and Robert Louis Stevenson.
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